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UC Berkeley
Timothy Vollmer
Scholarly Communication & Copyright Librarian
tvolmer@berkeley.edu

UC Davis
Michael Ladisch
Scholarly Communication Officer and Program Lead
mladisch@ucdavis.edu

UC Irvine
Mitchell Brown
Scholarly Communications Coordinator; Research Librarian for Chemistry, Earth System Science, and Russian
mcbrown@uci.edu
Shu Liu
Metadata and Digital Resources Librarian
shu.liu@uci.edu

UCLA
Martin Brennan
Copyright and Licensing Librarian
martinbrennan@library.ucla.edu
Jennifer Chan (Co-Chair)
Scholarly Communication Librarian
jchan3@library.ucla.edu

UC Merced
Donald Barclay
Deputy University Librarian
dbarclay@ucmerced.edu
Jerrold Shiroma
Digital Scholarship Librarian
jshiroma@ucmerced.edu

UC Riverside
Brianna Marshall
Director Research Services
Brianna.marshall@ucr.edu

UC San Diego
Mary Linn Bergstrom
Liaison Librarian – Bioinformatics, Human Development, Research Data Curation
mlbergstrom@ucsd.edu
http://orcid.org/0000-0002-8404-9594
Allegra Swift
Scholarly Communications Librarian
akswift@ucsd.edu

UC San Francisco
Anneliese Taylor
Head of Scholarly Communication
anneliese.taylor@ucsf.edu

UC Santa Barbara